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All Things Bright and 
Beautiful
arr. Bill Ingram

3 Octaves Level: 2-
MCL264021 $5.25 $4.46
3 oct HB with opt 2 oct HC and flute or clarinet
MCL263021 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score and Instrument Parts
This fresh and beautiful arrangement of a traditional 

English melody is easy 
to put together in 
just a few rehearsals. 
There are no bell 
changes and while 
the handchimes are 
optional they add color 
and interest, as do the 
flute or clarinet.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264021
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All Night All Day
arr. Hart Morris

2-3 Octaves Level: 2
MCL264852 $5.25 $4.46
2-3 oct HB with opt 2-3 oct HC, flute, and 
percussion
MCL263852 $14.95 $12.71
Full Score and Instrument Parts
This is an accessible, 2-3 octave arrangement of the 
traditional spiritual, with optional handchimes, flute, 

temple blocks, 
and Bongos. The 
piece stands alone 
without the optional 
instruments, but the 
use of any, or all of 
them, adds color and 
interest to this simple, 
fun arrangement.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264852
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Glory Hallelujah
arr. Judy Phillips

3-5 Octaves Level: 2
MCL264865 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt 2 oct HC and oboe or clarinet
MCL263865 $14.95 $12.71
Full Score and Instrument Parts
“Glory, Hallelujah!” is a setting of the 19th-century folk 
hymn SHOUT ON that bursts with joyful enthusiasm. The 
instrumental parts are optional but add a layer of fun 

and musical interest.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264865
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Let Us Break Bread Together
arr. Hart Morris

3-5 Octaves Level: 2+
MCL264400 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt flute, clarinet, and cello
MCL263400 $14.95 $12.71
Full Score and Instrument Parts
Arranged for 3-5 octaves, this setting of the familiar 
spiritual begins with singing bells and includes optional 
flute, clarinet, and/or cello. Listen closely for an 

occasional phrase from 
the hymn tune BREAD 
OF LIFE.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264400
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What Wondrous Love Is This
arr. David Burroughs

3-4 Octaves Level: 2+
MCL264153 $5.25 $4.46
3-4 oct HB with opt Tenor solo or Unison men’s 
choir
MCL263153 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score and Vocal Part
This arrangement of the tune WONDROUS LOVE 
begins in a starkly simple fashion, then the arranger 

takes it in a completely 
new direction before 
returning to the 
simplicity of the 
beginning to focus the 
attention on the lyrics.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264153
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America the Beautiful
arr. Linda McKechnie
3-5 Octaves Level: 3-

MCL264616 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt 2 oct HC, trumpets, and 
keyboard
MCL263616 $14.95 $12.71
Full Score and Instrument Parts
This is a rousing, 3-5 octave arrangement of the tune 
MATERNA with optional handchimes, B-flat trumpets, 

and piano or 
synthesizer.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264616
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Bell Soul
by Bob Burroughs

3-5 Octaves Level: 3-
MCL264858 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt 3-4 oct HC choir, electric bass, 
and percussion
MCL263858 $14.95 $12.71
Full Score and Instrument Parts
“Bell Soul” offers a blues-style piece to add to your 
handbell repertoire. It exudes a feeling of pure joy and 

happiness that ringers 
and listeners alike will 
appreciate.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264858
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Give Me Jesus
arr. Michael J. Glasgow
3-5 Octaves Level: 3-

MCL264546 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt 3-5 oct HC and violin or 
clarinet
MCL263546 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score and Instrument Parts
Though bells and chimes stand alone in this 
arrangement of the beloved spiritual, the optional 

violin (or clarinet) part 
enhances the ethereal 
quality of the piece.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264546
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Low In the Grave He Lay
arr. Hart Morris

3-5 Octaves Level: 3-
MCL264183 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt Trumpet, orchestra chimes, 
and Timpani
MCL263183 $14.95 $12.71
Full Score and Instrument Parts
This arrangement of the traditional Easter hymn 
begins quietly. Three verses are played in a subdued 

manner before a short 
transition leads to the 
refrain, with a quicker 
tempo and change of 
mood.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264183
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Passacaglia
by Valerie W. Stephenson

3-5 Octaves Level: 3-
MCL264866 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt 3-5 oct HC
In “Passacaglia”, Valerie Stephenson employs the C 
Major scale in a style reminiscent of Pachelbel’s “Canon 
in D” to introduce handbell and handchime ringers to 
several different handbell techniques. Easy to learn and 
fun to play, this piece is equally at home in a sacred or 

secular setting.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264866
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Fantasy on Hymn to Joy
arr. Bob Burroughs

3-5 Octaves Level: 3
MCL264270 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt 3 oct HC choir
MCL263270 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score
Beethoven was masterful at creating excitement, 
energy, and life in his melodies. Building on Beethoven’s 
foundation, this arrangement of his “Ode to Joy” is 

filled with delightful 
surprises, including 
rhythmic changes from 
4/4 to 6/8 and back 
again.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264270
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Procession on Ellacombe
arr. Bob Burroughs

3-5 Octaves Level: 3
MCL264017 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt trumpet or C-instrument
MCL263017 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score and Instrument Parts
“Procession on ELLACOMBE” challenges ringers to 
demonstrate excellence in musicianship. This stately 
hymn tune setting features an optional Bb Trumpet or 

C-instrument.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264017
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Star Spangled Banner
arr. Bob Burroughs

3-5 Octaves Level: 3
MCL264613 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB with opt Unison voices
MCL263613 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score
This arrangement provides the ideal performance piece 
for all invitations to play the National Anthem - sporting 
events, mall gatherings, retirement centers, outdoor 

musical performances 
- or wherever the 
creative handbell 
director might envision.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264613
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We’re Marching to Zion
arr. Mary Kay Parrish
3 Octaves Level: 3

MCL264481 $5.25 $4.46
3 oct HB with opt clarinet or C-instrument
MCL263481 $9.95 $8.46
Full Score and Instrument Parts
This setting of the familiar hymn is fun to ring and 
enjoyable to hear! It begins with a gentle, waltz-like 
rhythm, then segues into a style that conveys the feeling 

of marching.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264481
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Soon I Will Be Done
arr. Mary Kay Parrish

3-5 Octaves Level: 3+
MCL264864 $5.25 $4.46
3-5 oct HB
This arrangement of “Soon I Will Be Done” sprang from 
Mary Kay Parrish’s memories of singing the spiritual in 
her high school chorus. This setting requires careful 
attention to dynamic changes and precise execution of 
rhythmic patterns in order to convey the rich texture of 

the piece.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mcl264864
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Stands & Risers

Acrylic Riser Storage Bag
made of durable Cordura 
nylon • interior corduroy flaps 
separate & protect risers • 
shoulder strap • holds 4 new-
style or 3 old-style risers

Acrylic Riser Bag #3101 $44.95

Hercules Music Stand 
tilting base angles of 90˚-75˚ • EZ 
retainer for quick mounting/dismounting 
• frictioning EZ angle roller • EZ height 
adjustment • swivel legs for crowded stages 
• aluminum folding desk • Desk size: 18.9” x 
13.6”; Height: 31.9”- 47.2”; Weight: 8.36 lbs.; 
Folded Size: 35.8” x 8.4”

Hercules Music Stand #3134 $109.95

Carrying Bag #3135 $24.95

Lecterns 
clear for unobstructed views 
• smooth rounded edges • 
nest for easy storage 
Lectern Desk: for use with 
the lectern base
Lectern Base: versatile– can 
be used with lectern desk, 
acrylic music stand or notebook stand • easy to carry 
handholds • 14½” wide base for easy access to other 
ringing equipment

Lectern Base #3111 $35.00

Lectern Desk #3116 $24.95

Acrylic Risers
clear • lightweight • easy 
storage – folding legs with full-
length piano hinges • smooth 
rounded edges • Riser Storage 
Bag available • durable Cordura 
nylon • corduroy flaps inside separate & protect risers • 
shoulder strap • holds 4 new-style or 3 old-style risers

Acrylic Riser #3102 $59.95

Colorful Folding Music 
Stands 
durable one-piece construction • 
lightweight & portable • fold for easy 
storage • ideal for displaying tablets 
but sturdy enough for hymnals 
• bright colors are appealing to 
children • ideal for church, classroom or home

Folding Music Stand: Blue #3125B $9.95

Folding Music Stand: Red #3125R $9.95

Folding Music Stand: Purple #3125P $9.95

Folding Music Stand: Green #3125G $9.95

Metal Music Stand
powder-coated finish won’t 
scratch or chip • lightweight • 
can display music or used to 
support a notebook or folder 
• displays music at table level 
• can be used with risers or 
lectern bases for extra height

Metal Music Stand #3121 $34.95

Metal Riser
sturdy steel construction • 
handholds for easy carrying 
• powder-coated finish 
won’t scratch or chip • raises 
notebooks or stands off table 
for easier music viewing • store 
equipment underneath for quick 
access • raised edges prevent 
notebooks/stands from slipping • stackable

Metal Riser #3103 $44.95

Why get a riser?
Risers raise notebooks or stands for easy viewing. 
It leaves room underneath for easy access to other 

ringing equipment. Raised edges prevent notebooks or 
stands from slipping and they are specially designed for 

easy storage and transport

Why get a music stand?
Music stands are lightweight. It can display music or 

support a notebook or folder. Stands display music at 
table level. Add a riser or lectern base for extra height!

Order your stand or riser at handbellworld.com/standsandrisers

Acrylic Music Stand
clear for unobstructed views 
• lightweight • can display 
music or use to support a 
notebook or folder • displays 
music at table level • can be 
used with risers or lectern bases for extra 
height

Acrylic Music Stand #3122 $39.95

http://HandbellWorld.com/standsandrisers
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Notebook Covers 
Dress up your notebooks while 
protecting them for prolonged 
life with our corduroy notebook 
covers! Available in seven 
colors, these are the perfect 
way to outfit your choir with 
a professional, finished look. 
Customization, such as embroidery and 
velvet, is also available. Contact us for a 
personalized quote. 

Notebook Stands
thick vinyl covering • hidden rivets • super-
durable strap (5 yr guarantee!) • 
heavy-duty rings • no 
tabs to catch music 
during page turns • 
3 convenient sizes • 
folds out to create a 
music stand • one pair 
black sheet lifters included • fabric notebook covers 
available • work well with metal or acrylic risers

Notebook- Regular 1" ring #3141 $22.00

Notebook- Regular 1½" ring #3142 $22.00

Notebook- Oversize 1½" ring #3144 $24.00

Black Sheet Lifters (replacement) #3149 $2.50

HB Notation/Solo Ensemble
Sheet Lifter 
rigid, durable material • AGEHR notation 
on front • solo/ensemble on reverse

Notation S. Lifter #5425 $3.00

Healthy Ringing Sheet Lifter 
reminders and tips to help you stay healthy 
while you ring • punched and ready for 
your notebook

Healthy S. Lifter #1255 $3.00

Notebook Pouch 
keep your gloves, pencils, and more 
handy • fun design • flat, reinforced 
zipper • 10¾” x 9” • 3-hole punched • 
transparent

Notebook Pouch #1543 $4.25

Reference Guide: Handbell 
Positions 
standardized ringing positions • 2-5 
octaves • 61 notes marked with oct. 
ranges separated by colors • front: sharps; 
back: flats • 3-ring punched

Positions Guide #1259 $3.00

Reference Guide: Special 
Techniques & Musical Terms 
front: notation; back: common music 
symbols • heavyweight laminate • 
punched for 3-ring binder

Tech/Terms Guide #1256 $3.00

Reference Cards: Handbell Positions 
11 heavyweight laminated cards • 2-sided • 
4”x11” • a card for each ‘standard’ position 
in a 2-3 oct. range

Position Cards #1258 $15.00

Rock-a-Bell Bell Rest  
for ringers who are unable to lift 
larger bells • requires one hand to 
hold the bell handle and one hand 
to mallet the bell • handguard is 
cushioned and protected by rubber 
concave channel • fabricated from break-resistant acrylic • 
wide base prevents sinking into foam

Rock-a-Bell #9001 $22.00

Music Marking Mini-Pins 
clip music pages for easy page 
turns • quickly & easily reach 
important pages in your notebook • 
available in natural wood or colors

Music Marking MIni-
Pins:Assorted Colors #1531 $3.50

Music Marking MIni-Pins: 
Natural #1530 $3.50

add these to your practice gear
Tempo Tape™ 
removable music highlighter 
tape • easily mark your music 
temporarily • 3 colors per pack 
• 7.5 meters per roll

Tempo Tape- pack of 3 colors #1532 $6.95

http://HandbellWorld.com/notebookstands
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/MusicPiece.cfm?Piece=17391
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=12109
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=15916
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=15917
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=9827
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=11243
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=6207
https://www.handbellworld.com/equip/equipPiece.cfm?Piece=12666
http://HandbellWorld.com/notebookstands
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/MusicPiece.cfm?Piece=6238
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Celebrating Grace Order Form
STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/

RATING OCT. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION COMP/ARR QTY UNIT 

PRICE
JEFFERS 

PRICE
TOTAL 
PRICE

MCL264021 All Things Bright 
and Beautiful 2- 3 w/ opt 2 oct HC & 

flute or clarinet Ingram $5.25 $4.46

MCL263021 All Things Bright 
and Beautiful

full score & inst. 
parts Ingram $9.95 $8.46

MCL264852 All Night, All Day 2 2-3 w/ opt 2-3 oct HC, 
flute, & percussion Morris $5.25 $4.46

MCL263852 All Night, All Day full score & inst. 
parts Morris $14.95 $12.71

MCL264865 Glory, Hallelujah! 2 3-5 w/ opt 2 oct HC & 
oboe or clarinet Phillips $5.25 $4.46

MCL263865 Glory, Hallelujah! full score & inst. 
parts Phillips $14.95 $12.71

MCL264400 Let Us Break Bread 
Together 2+ 3-5 w/ opt flute, 

clarinet, or cello Morris $5.25 $4.46

MCL263400 Let Us Break Bread 
Together

full score & inst. 
parts Morris $14.95 $12.71

MCL264153 What Wondrous 
Love Is This 2+ 3-4 w/ opt Tenor solo or 

Unison men’s choir D. Burroughs $5.25 $4.46

MCL263153 What Wondrous 
Love Is This

full score & vocal 
part D. Burroughs $9.95 $8.46

MCL264616 America the 
Beautiful 3- 3-5

w/ opt 2 oct 
HC, trumpets, & 

keyboard
McKechnie $5.25 $4.46

MCL263616 America the 
Beautiful

full score & inst. 
parts McKechnie $14.95 $12.71

MCL264858 Bell Soul 3- 3-5
w/ opt 3-4 oct HC 
choir, Electric bass, 

& percussion
B. Burroughs $5.25 $4.46

MCL263858 Bell Soul full score & inst. 
parts B. Burroughs $14.95 $12.71

MCL264546 Give Me Jesus 3- 3-5 w/ opt 3-5 oct HC & 
violin or clarinet Glasgow $5.25 $4.46

MCL263546 Give Me Jesus full score & inst. 
parts Glasgow $9.95 $8.46

MCL264183 Low in the Grave 
He Lay 3- 3-5

w/ opt trumpet, 
orchestra chimes & 

Timpani
Morris $5.25 $4.46

MCL263183 Low in the Grave 
He Lay

full score & inst. 
parts Morris $14.95 $12.71

MCL264866 Passacaglia 3- 3-5 w/ opt 3-5 oct HC Stephenson $5.25 $4.46

MCL264270 Fantasy on HYMN 
TO JOY 3 3-5 w/ opt 3 oct HC 

choir B. Burroughs $5.25 $4.46

MCL263270 Fantasy on HYMN 
TO JOY full score B. Burroughs $9.95 $8.46

MCL264017 Procession on 
ELLACOMBE 3 3-5 w/ opt trumpet or 

C-instrument B. Burroughs $5.25 $4.46



All prices in this scorebook are subject to change without notice. Jeffers Handbell Supply 
is not responsible for typographical errors. Prices do not include shipping charges

Chimers Charts: Set 1 
America (My Country ‘Tis of Thee), 
America the Beautiful, He’s Got 
the Whole World in His Hands, 
Amazing Grace, We Wish You a Merry 
Christmas, Jingle Bells, Oh Susanna, 
Home on the Range, Let Me Call 
You Sweetheart, Take Me Out to the 
Ballgame

Chimers Charts: Set 1 #4401 $50.00

Chime ID Stickers - 
Replacement Set

#4411 $5.95

Chimers Charts: Set 2 Hymns 
A Mighty Fortress Is Our God, Be 
Thou My Vision, Doxology, Holy, Holy, 
Holy, Jesus Loves Me, Joyful, Joyful, 
We Adore Thee, Morning Has Broken, 
Praise to the Lord, This Little Light of 
Mine, What a Friend We Have in Jesus

Chimers Charts: Set 2 
Hymns #4402 $50.00

Chime ID Stickers - 
Replacement Set #4411 $5.95

Chimers Charts: Set 3 Holidays 
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas, Up on the 
Housetop, Silent Night, Oh Hanukkah, 
Away in a Manger, O Come All Ye 
Faithful, O Little Town of Bethlehem, 
Deck the Halls, Joy to the World, Hark 
the Herald Angels Sing

Chimers Charts: Set 3 
Holidays #4403 $50.00

Chime ID Stickers - 
Replacement Set #4411 $5.95

Open Up the World of Music! 
teach anyone who can distinguish letters and colors • can improve your group’s memory skills, 
reaction time, confidence, concentration, motor skills • colorful, easy-to-read music charts match 
instrument note identification labels • use handbells or Kidsplay instruments also 

Each Chimers Charts Set Includes: Five 32” x 25” 2-sided instruction boards with ten 2-octave 
songs • set of chime ID stickers • instruction booklet • carrying/storage case • instruments not 
included with any sets

Malmark Classroom Set 
Great for any music educator looking for a fresh new approach to engage their 
students! Set contains:

1) 16 Choirchime Instruments: C5-A6 diatonic plus F#5, A#5 & F#6

2) Ring, Dance, Play- First Experiences with Choirchimes and Orff Schulwerk: a 
joint collaboration between Malmark, GIA, and music educators Griff Gall and Paul 
Weller • marries the versatility, playability, and tonality of chimes with the revolutionary Orff 
Schulwerk pedagogy • lessons specifically created for grades K-5 • 
lessons stress and develop overall music literacy 

3) heavy-duty, roll-up carrying case: outer shell is made of nylon pack cloth, lined with twill • the safest way to 
carry your Choirchimes • use the over-the-shoulder strap to easily carry your chimes 

Malmark Classroom Set #4181 $795.00

Learn to Chime! 

STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/
RATING OCT. ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION COMP/ARR QTY UNIT 
PRICE

JEFFERS 
PRICE

TOTAL 
PRICE

MCL263017 Procession on 
ELLACOMBE

full score & inst. 
parts B. Burroughs $9.95 $8.46

MCL264613 The Star-Spangled 
Banner 3 3-5 w/ opt Unison 

voices B. Burroughs $5.25 $4.46

MCL263613 The Star-Spangled 
Banner full score B. Burroughs $9.95 $8.46

MCL264481 We're Marching to 
Zion 3 3 w/ opt clarinet or 

C-instrument Parrish $5.25 $4.46

MCL263481 We're Marching to 
Zion

full score & inst. 
parts Parrish $9.95 $8.46

MCL264864 Soon I Will Be Done 3+ 3-5 Parrish $5.25 $4.46

TOTAL

http://HandbellWorld.com/chimerscharts
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/MusicPiece.cfm?Piece=15801

